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11.12.09 
Anti-teaching 

 
My ‘teaching’ necessarily is anti-teaching. I don't have a teaching, Simply because 

Truth Itself (That I Am) cannot be taught. Necessarily, every teaching is a Lie. Truth never 
does something to get somewhere else. 

I Show you all the Lies we’re naturally associated with being here in this world. If 
they’re all Seen through, Whole-Heartedly Acknowledged to be Lie, if you finally stop 
protecting the Lie, then Truth might Reveal Itself. I Take away the obstacles to This – if you 
Allow Me. 

The ingredients that really matter if it’s about Realizing Truth – namely Love for 
Truth, Selflessness, Humbleness, Dedication, Perseverance, Courage, Distinction, no self-
obsession, Pain-tolerance, Intelligence, Surrender – I cannot teach, they cannot be taught. 
Potentially all these Qualities are there in everyone – and they all need to be there. But a 
Potential has got nothing to do with actual (or manifesting) reality. If you still safely bow for 
the world’s natural egoic resistance to Truth, to any of these Qualities, if you refuse to take a 
stand for and as Truth then the Potential won’t Manifest, won’t be Living as You(r Body). 

You always bow. See this. You Bow for Truth or you bow for the Lie. The grey area 
in between where you think you are, where Ego likes to situate you, is part of the Lie. In 
Truth, greyness is by Nature Constantly being Meditated until Full Clarity Appears again, 
Breaks through, until you See Black and White again, until Truth and Lie are Obvious again 
and are not merely Fighting in the Dark. 

You don’t really (and even cannot) accept greyness. Maybe you think you are lovingly 
accepting it, where and how you are. But you aren’t, (as) you don’t See it. And the half 
attempt to accept it is anyway one sided. It would mean at the same time you do not accept to 
Live the Force of Truth Already Existing (as You) and Wanting to Pierce through the Lie of 
greyness. Real Acceptance is not what you safely think or assume. It is Always Related to 
Surrendering to Both Sides of the – of any – Duality of Life, Surrendering to the Always 
Existing Fight between these Two. 

Quite many teachers say you must not Fight (with others and in the first place with 
yourself). But You Exist as Fight. How can you then not Fight? How can Life Stop Itself? 
How can you successfully Fight the Fight That Life Is as Duality (as Part of the Oneness of 
Oneness and Duality) and settle – egoically, ‘peacefully’ – in a state of No-Fight? This is a 
Lie. 

True, My Function Includes (and necessarily it’s even an important part of it): 
Showing you (even) all Lies that ‘well meaning’ teachers put in you and that are generally 
accepted (that is: defined) as True. What is that anyway – well-meaning? Having ‘good’ and 
‘selfless’ thoughts that are generally or by everybody considered ‘good’ and selfless and are 
fighting against bad and selfish thoughts? 

Truth is Always, Inherently anti-teaching(s) or contra-teaching. If a teacher says this, 
immediately there comes a Force into existence that Wants to Show you the other side, the not 
stressed side of Life, the safely forgotten side of Life. In that sense a teacher normally 
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represents Ego, that is: choosing for one side of Life. And you choose a teacher (or writer) 
who corresponds with your ‘own’ egoic structure and preference. Even when a teacher 
chooses for the Egoless, for not choosing – what then about Ego? Where has Ego gone? Has 
the Ego-Force suddenly disappeared from the earth? Or are we so separate that we can 
manage to keep the Egoic Force out of our Bodies and to stay in a cocoon of Egolessness? 

When a teacher shows you ‘your’ (Egoless) Being Beyond your daily hustle and 
bustle, Beyond your half-conscious (and indeed illusory) identifications, what to do 
practically with this revelation? Life goes on... Or would the teacher want you every time that 
‘Being’ disappears behind the clouds to find back and go back to ‘your’ Being, so that finally 
you’re permanently settled in and as it? Truth, the One, Always Shows you the Two. 

Only if you See-Feel-Live (as Heart as Body) all the Twos, all Dualities of Life, of the 
different Spheres of Life, the One Truth is What is Left. And there is no teaching any more. 
What they call ‘Wisdom’ is in fact not being Deluded any longer by any Duality of Life, as if 
one side of them would be the Truth. Even Truth is not True, without Lie. There are always 
Two. 

A teacher assigned as Truth is nothing, worthless without Lie, if he is not in Constant 
Relation with the Lie, if his Body does not all the time and Inherently Painfully Meditate-Feel 
the Lie. Without Lie he could even physically die. He has to eat the Lie. You see? It’s always 
one package, one cannot exist without the other. Truth can never be better than the Lie. Real 
Truth, so to speak, is Beyond Truth and Lie, Beyond the Truth of Oneness and the Lie of 
Duality, Beyond the Paradox of Everything. 

It is Beyond teaching that and if Truth Realizes the Lie – as Itself. This is an 
incredibly long long (and Painful) Way Down into the Mud of Life – far far far beyond nice 
teachings, any teaching. As Truth to Actually Allow the Body to Absorb, Become the Lie – 
that’s really Something Finally. But Only by This the Body has Really Become Truth, by 
Totally Integrating the Lie in and as Itself, by again and again and again Surrendering Truth’s 
Natural Resistance to the Natural Resistance of the Lie against Truth. 

You See? ‘Do’ It. Digest. It is So. Let ‘your’ Body be Transfigured by Taking in-
Feeling-Digesting the Lie – instead of simply submitting to it in the Dark (or, more 
exceptionally, even instead of submitting to Truth being against Lie). Let your Body be One-d 
by and be Sacrificed in the Truth of Truth and Lie. 

I See you all struggling, trying to Integrate (more) Truth in (‘your’ or) the world of 
Lie. It doesn’t Work, cannot Work. Mission Impossible. It’s Necessarily the other way round. 
You – Beyond yourself and even Yourself but as Truth Already – Integrate the Lie in the 
World of Truth. That’s a World of Difference. We won’t meet somewhere in the middle – as I 
See Ego hopes. 

There is no meeting of Truth and Lie – somewhere, at all – there’s no compromise. In 
Reality There’s Only Truth. There’s Truth Meditating-Feeling and Consciously Absorbing 
Lie. And you are Part of this Meditation. Only you don’t Allow This as Truth Yourself – 
because you were never so far Truly Willing to Sacrifice the Lie. This means you are Being 
Meditated – by That Which is not in any way attached to still (and anyway illusorily) being 
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benefited by any seeming attraction that ‘the Lie’ has to offer – or: that Ego has to offer to 
‘your’ Ego, to itself, to its own illusoriness. 

Truth is Alive – and Only Truth. Any holding on to any side of the Duality of Life – 
whether the ‘truthful’ side or the lie-side – deadens you, if only you could feel this. This 
deadening of course includes and is even in one of the first places associated with choosing 
against death or being deadened and in favour of life or liveliness. 

No teaching can Let your Body Be the Truth. 


